Books

Articles

Book Chapters
“Comparative Immigration Restrictions: Commonalities and Contingencies, 1850s-1920s” Cambridge History of Migration, Volume II (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2023)

Book Reviews
Terminus: Westward Expansion, China, and the End of the American Empire, by Stuart Rollo, H-Diplo Listserv, forthcoming
The Allure of Empire: American Encounters with Asians in the Age of Transpacific Expansion and Exclusion, by Chris Suh, American Historical Review, forthcoming
Empire Ascendant: The British World, Race, & the Rise of Japan, by Cees Heere, English Historical Review 136, 583 (December 2021): 1677-78
Gold Mountain Turned to Dust: Essays on the Legal History of the Chinese in the


**Conference Proceedings**


**Online Bibliographies**


**Encyclopedia Chapters**


**WORKS IN PROGRESS**

**Book**

“The World in the US: Imports and the Development of the Modern United States,” new book project that analyzes the influence of commercial and agricultural imports on American society, politics, and culture during the nineteenth century

**Digital History Project**

“The World in the US: Imports and the Development of the Modern United States.” This ongoing project is mining and mapping Department of Treasury import data from 1790-1965 to illustrate the influence of the world on American history. I expect to conduct a similar project to illustrate U.S. exports.

**Articles**

“Imports, European Empires, and American Political Economy During the First World War,” under revision

“The Enactment of Immigration Quotas & American Foreign Relations, 1921-1924,” article in Progress